Ontario Bird Records Committee Report
Ash-throated Flycatcher (Myiarchus cinerascens)
One Juvenile, Sex unknown
“Breakwater Field Station”- Long Point, Norfolk, ON
August 23, 2014 - 3:20-3:25pm
August 24, 2014 – 9:00am-1:00pm
Optics: Nikon Monarch 8x42 binoculars
Lighting and Distance: The bird was observed at a variety of ranges from 30 ft to 15 ft.
It was viewed in shadows of the trees and in the sunlight.
Who first saw the bird? : Tim Lucas
Who first identified the bird? : Tim Lucas
Other observers: Abbi MacDonald, Joe Krawiec
Weather: Aug. 23: 20 C
Wind NE at 4
No precipitation
10% Cloud Cover
Aug. 24: 15 C
No Wind
No precipitation
Cloud cover 10%
Lighting and Distance: The bird was observed at a variety of ranges from 30 ft to 15 ft.
It was viewed in shadows of the trees and the sunlight.
Photos/ sketches? Yes, I photographed the bird on the 23 Aug. briefly, then later the 24
of August. Sketches were taken in the field on the 23rd, and a few things were added as
they were observed on the 24th. Photos are unedited and un-cropped. Please note on the
first scanned doc. of the field notes, to ignore the House Finch notes on the previous page
as the ATFL notes, it is something I can’t cut out.
Circumstances:
Aug. 23/14
I was dropped off to breakwater by boat around noon and after settling in, I was taken on
a walk of the census area by Joe Krawiec and Abbi MacDonald, the two other volunteers
staying at this location. While walking around with them, I noticed that bird activity was
fairly high just east of the cabin. Upon returning back to the cabin, I headed back out to
look at birds. I walked east of the cabin and had just passed net 1 and 2 and come to
where the wider road crosses the trail. At about this time, I noticed a Myiarchus

flycatcher seemingly flycatching from a low, dead perch about 15 ft in front of me. Upon
looking at it through my bins, I was subtly struck by what I was looking at (See
description). The bird in view clearly did not appear to be a Great-crested Flycatcher! A
closer look revealed that it was not flycatching as I had originally thought, but plucking
caterpillars off of the leaves around it. It seemed fairly loyal to that perch, allowing me
study it, make notes and draw a sketch from what I could see. I walked back and grabbed
my camera, mentioning to the other volunteers that I had a very interesting Myiarchus
flycatcher. Upon returning I found it sitting on the same perch and was able to get a few
photos and study it further before it worked its way east. During this time, I set aside
Ash-throated flycatcher and deliberately considered reasons why this bird couldn't be that
species, but I could find no reason. By this time from what I had seen, I felt I could
identify the bird as an Ash-throated or Nutting’s Flycatcher, heavily leaning towards an
Ash-throated based on probability. After looking at birds and casually searching for the
bird for about 45 minutes East of where I saw it last, I walked back to the cabin and
reviewed photos and notes that I had made. I reviewed a few references and began
researching Nutting’s Flycatcher. I also texted photos of photos to those in charge of
LPBO, Stu Mackenzie and Dayna LeClair, not telling them my thoughts and simply
stating “interesting Myiarchus” as to not bias them. Stu replied that he though that it
looked ATFL as well.
Aug. 24/14
I was submitting census data and casually watching birds flying over from the deck when
Abbi MacDonald (who had not seen the bird the day before) came up onto the deck
midway through a net round exclaiming that the bird is back, near the same place I had it
the day before. Joe, Abbi and I watched the bird there for a while, allowing me to study
it further, getting better photos. It also stuck around the cabin until about 1:00 pm that
day. At one point it flew up from a low bush and called (see description). This, along
with a few visual features, left me confident that a Nutting’s flycatcher could be
eliminated. After further research, my opinion has not changed: that this bird was a
juvenile Ash-throated Flycatcher.
Description: From field notes
Structure:
One of the first things that struck me was the structure of the bird. In the field the
impression was of a slim, dainty, small headed and long tailed Myiarchus flycatcher with
medium to short primary projection and rather slim bill.
Bill- Appeared perhaps as long as the bill of a Great-crested flycatcher (maybe slightly
shorter) but slightly narrower and thinner. The bottom edge of the lower mandible was
rather straight edged to the tip. This, combined with a lack of significant bulge to the
culmen gave it a flat profile.
Head- Appeared noticeably small and round headed, with slight peak at the back of the
head, and gradual slope to where it met the bill (quite round headed), adding to the
overall impression of a sleek slim build.

Body- Sleek and slim in all postures and angles
Tail- Adding to the slim appearance of this bird was a noticeably long tail, perhaps
accentuated by what was perceived by me to be fairly short primary projection.
Wings- Primary projection medium. Four, perhaps five primaries visible beyond the
longest tertial. The first two primaries visible closest to the tertials were evenly spaced
fairly close together,, the next primary appeared longer, giving a larger gap between the
tip of that primary and the previous one. Then one more very small gap to the next
primary tip, barely noticeable.
Plumage:
Although plumage appeared pretty worn (especially tail) upon further study, it actually
looked more sun bleached than worn to my eyes, giving it a pale, washed out look. I
could find no sign of moulting or recently moulted feathers.
Head and back- Although apparently slightly faded, back was brown, with some cold
gray tones, in all light. Gray nape, with an almost contrasting brown cap, extending to the
front of the head above the eye. Cheeks gray, with gray extending into lores above bill.
Throat and breast- Throat pale, dull gray, perhaps getting slightly paler towards belly.
This very pale gray contrasted very minimally with a very pale yellow wash on the belly,
vent and undertail coverts. Perhaps palest yellow on undertail coverts and vent.
Upperwing Coverts- Brown coverts broadly fringed creamy-white. Pale fringing
extended up sides of each feather, reaching median coverts. Median coverts showed
extensive pale fringing (about half) with a dark shaft extending into the pale area. Lesser
coverts with similar broad creamy white fringing and light brown gray feather center.
Primaries and Secondaries- The most difficult feature to observe conclusively and
something easier to observe in photos. Apparent rich rufous fringing to the outer webs of
the primaries and outer secondaries (extending to S6 from what I could tell). Inner
secondaries with wider whitish fringing, with fringing widest on tertials. Fringing to the
the tertials evenly spaced down feather, especially on innermost tertial. Centers to
primaries and secondaries dark brown, creating low contrast overall. Inner most tertial
fringing created minimal contrast with brown feather center.
Tail-The tail was relatively worn, making it difficult to get a sense of tail pattern.
Upperside to tail extensively rich rufous. Underside to inner tail extensively rufous, with
dark shafts extending down inner retricies. R6 showed extensively rufous inner web, with
dark running down outer web, then cutting abruptly into inner web near the tip at a fairly
sharp angle, creating a dark corner, covering the whole tip. A few of the inner retricies
also seem to show remnants of a dark tip but it was difficult to tell due to wear.
Bare part colouration
Bill entirely dark in all lighting, including base of lower mandible, with what appeared to
be a pink gape. Legs all black. Eye appeared dark. I wasn't able to see the colour of the
inner mouth lining.
Behaviour: During the entire observation on both 23-24 August, I did not see the bird any
higher than 15 ft above the ground. It chose conspicuous (often dead) perches about 5ft

above the ground, once in phragmities. It caught some flies but most often picked
caterpillars off of leaves. I also watched the bird fly up from vines just off of the ground,
at which point it called. (see voice)
Vocalizations: I only heard the bird make 2 vocalizations as it flew up to a perch on a big
willow on August 24. The first part of its vocalization was a short, level twitter as it flew
up from vines almost at ground level. Then a few seconds later as it perched there, it gave
a sharp, high pitched soft “pip”, reminiscent of some Alder flycatcher.
Separation of similar species:
Great-crested Flycatcher- Structurally, this bird was very different from Great-crested
Flycatcher. The bill was noticeably slight and flat, with a straighter bottom edge to the
lower mandible, and little bulge to the culmen, giving it a noticeably flat bill when
viewed in profile. Great-crested strikes me as a rather heavy billed species. The bill on
this bird was also entirely black, showing no sign of any pale orange/flesh base to the bill.
It also appeared quite long tailed, slim bodied, small and round headed. Great crested
flycatcher is a rather bulky Myiarchus with medium tail length and what is perceived by
me as a relatively square headed appearance. The back and top of head were brown,
rather than the rich green/olive that Great-crested shows. Although faded, even the most
faded GCFL shouldn’t show that much brown. Greater coverts were very broadly fringed
pale, as was the median and lesser covers, with a dark shaft streak extending into the pale
area. Tertials were rather narrow fringed pale for a great-crested, although this seems to
be a very variable feature and I’ve seen some GCFL that approach this. The yellow on
the belly was extremely pale for a GCFL, creating almost no contrast with the very pale
gray, meeting in the belly. GCFL shows fairly rich dark gray, contrasting with bright
yellow in the breast. The tail pattern was tough to conclusively study due to wear,
however the dark “corner” on R-6 was wrong for a GCFL, where rufus on the inner web,
generally extends all the way to the tip of the tail. Call unlike a GCFL, being a sharp
“pip” or “prrtttt”, rather than Great-crested flycatcher’s “wheet” or “whip” call.
Nutting’s Flycatcher – The most difficult Myiarchus flycatcher species with North
American records to separate, especially being a juvenile(with apparent juvenal outer
secondaries and inner primaries). Possible supporting factors for an ATFL could include
slightly longer primary projection (Nutting’s reported to show 3 primaries visible past
tertials), outer retrix pattern (dark on outer web apparently does not cut into inner web at
such a steep angle on a Nutting’s) however very variable, and age may play a factor as
well. The rather high degree of contrast between the brown cap and pale gray face may
also suggest an ATFL over a NUFL but fading can affect this greatly. The call of the bird
I observed was very high and sharp. From recordings that I’ve heard of Nutting’s
flycatcher, Nutting’s seems to often be closer in sound to a GCFL being more of a sharp
“wheet”. The calls I have found that sound most similar to ATFL seem to have a liquid
quality to them and sound more like “plrip” rather than a sharp, high “pip” with a more
accented first note.
Brown-Crested Flycatcher- Call unlike that of BCFL, being high and sharp, rather than
the slow, liquid, lower “huit” call of BCFL that I’ve heard from various recordings. Dark
corner on R-6 also wrong for a BCFL, where rufus extends all the way to the tip of the

tail. Structurally, it was also smaller billed than I would expect for a BCFL and rather
pale for that species.
Dusky-capped Flycatcher – Although lanky, slight structure may suggest and ATFL, the
bird I observed had extensive rufous in the tail even for a juvenile, with that dark corner
on R6. Also, even though the bird seemed faded in overall plumage, it didn't seem rich
enough in colour for a Dusky-capped, with very limited pale yellow and cold gray brown
overall. From recordings I have heard of DCFL, the calls of this species do not resemble
the call heard. The “whit” call that a few recordings show is lower and much less sharp
than the call heard. The “peeeoo” call that seems to be common in this species was not
heard either.
La Sagra’s Flycatcher – Although very pale and fairly dainty, the rather extensive rufous
on the tail seemed to help eliminate La Sagra’s flycatcher, even though the bird was in
juvenal plumage. From recordings that I had heard of La Sagra’s before and now after the
observation, the call note differs. La Sagra’s is higher, springier and longer than the call
this bird made.
Additional Comments/Analysis: In my mind, perhaps one of the most interesting
aspects of this observation is the date. This timing of this observation does not
necessarily fit the vagrancy pattern in Eastern North America. The majority of records of
ATFL in Eastern North America (away from the Gulf Coast) fall somewhere between
early October and mid November; the vast majority being 1st basics. The earliest record I
could find is of a bird in Belmont, Middlesex County, Massachusetts on August 30, 2001
(Accepted by the MARC).
Species present for comparison: On the 24th of Aug. the bird was loosely associating
with a Great-crested Flycatcher.
Experience with claimed Species: None
Experience with similar species: Extensive experience with Great-crested Flycatcher in
Eastern North America, especially Ontario. I had however, studied both images and
recordings of the North American Myiarchus complex (less so Nutting’s) before the
observation and felt prepared to identify such a bird. I also studied more of this complex
after the observation.
Are you 100% sure of the identification? Yes
Tim Lucas
211 Woodley Rd., Waterford, ON
N0E 1Y0
519-909-9841
timlucas@hdch.org
Report written: August 23-24, 2014
Report typed: Sept. 4, 2014

